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By ERNEST J. SIMMONS

Formal education in Slavic studied in the English-speaking
world began about sixty years ago and for a long time it
amounted to- little more than a token interest. Before World
War H only four or five institutions of higher learning in the
United States offered courses in the field and there were hardly
any trained teachers and not many more interested students.
Shortly after the war, however, the new "one world" cre
ated b y a revolution in communications helped to convince im
portant educational circles that we had a great deal to learn
from the history and culture, and from the social and economic
experiences and aspirations of countries containing over two
hundred million Slavs, to which must be added millions more—
either 1 'Steve or at Slavic descent—living in English-speaking
countries. In a remarkably short time many colleges and uniersities introduced Slavic studies, a rapid expansion made pos
sible by abundant financial aid from foundations and wise prac
tical advice from learned societies. Today there are hundreds
of trained teachers in the field; thousands of students are en
gaged in all aspects of Slavic studies; the holdings of research
libraries in Slavic studies have greatly increased; a varied and
significant body of published scholarship has been produced;
and professional organisations and learned journals devoted to
promoting Slavic studies are vigorously functioning.
N o doubt a kind of cold-war psychology also contributed
to the expansion, and hence Russia has received by far the
major attention in this new educational development because* o f
its transcending cultural and political Importance and its lead
ership of the communist forces threatening the free world.
From the outset of these activities—and today more so
than ever—experts in the field realized that only by studying
the close interrelationships over the ages- of the total complex
of Slavic nations could one arrive at a deeper and more mean
ingful understanding of their individual historical, cultural,
and social contributions and their influence on the world in
which we live. At present an emphasis is being placed precisely
on Slavic departments, Slavic area studies, and Slavic learned
journals and organizations, and along with experts in disciplines
connected with Russia, specialists in Western and Southern
Slavic studies are increasingly finding a place in the educa
tional programs of our universities.
In all these educational endeavors, however, a dispropor
tionately small effort has been centered on Ukrainian studies,
although Ukraine, with over forty million people, is exceeded
among Slavic countries in population and in territory only by
Russia. Part of this neglect, of course, has arisen from the no
tion that Ukraine, after centuries of oppression and depriva
tion of freedom, has lost i t s identity as a homogeneous people
and nation. Nothing could be further from the truth, and in
such thinking is implicit a dangerous corollary for all those who
firmly believe that the central issue of our time is liberty, the
indispensable right of both individuals and nations—the right
to choose. The Ukrainian people have passionately fought for
this right through the ages and the ceaseless struggle has pre
served their national identity, their collective sonl. This con
tinuity of national development from their ancient past to the
present is everywhere reflected in their history and in their
native culture and social structure Which provide a wealth of
material of the utmost consequence for an understanding of
Ukraine and Ukrainians and their relations with other Slavic
peoples and the world beyond their borders.
In our centers of Slavic studies the concentration on Ukraine should be greatly strengthened. Additional chairs of
Ukrainian studies should be established, library resources built
up, and in the major disciplines of the field more textbooks and
reference works, suitable to the special needs of English-speak
ing students, should be produced. In this latter respect an in
valuable step has at last been taken—the publication of the
first? vYfluttfer of the English translation of Ukraine: A Concise
Encyclopaedia, a revised and substantially augmented version
of the4 tHree-Vorume* work published in Ukrainian in i 9 4 9 b y the
SheverlenkV Scientific Society. The English translation was
initiated by the Ukrainian National Association which secured
for the work of revision the collaboration of a distinguished
groirp of scholars and editors in the United States and Canada.
The result is a vast body of authoritative reference material
in Erigush on Ukraine and its people, comprehensively designed
and skilfully arranged1 for easy accessibility. And the selected
bibliographies accompanying the many articles suggest rich
sources1 for t h e curious who may wish to pursue any of these
subjects' more deeply. The finest traditions of objective schol
arship haVe entered into the planning and execution of the
Encyclopaedia. The Ukrainian National Association, the learned
company of contributors and editors, and the supporting Ukrainlaa scientific societies that have made this' magnificent
reference" work possible deserve the gratitude of all Slavic
teacHertr arid' students in the English-speaking world. The Very
existence' of such a work not only adds a dimension of its own
to the identity of Ukraine and its people a" * nation, but it will
also advance the horizons of knowledge of serious students of
the field, aS well as great numbers of other English-speaking
men arid women who may wish to consult its pages'.
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LYNDON B. JOHNSON
36th President of the United States

John F. Kennedy, 35th President of the United States,
died at 2 P.M., EST, at Dallas' Parkland Hospital, — a p 
proximately 40 m i n u t e s after he w a s s h o t t h r o u g h the
brain and the neck by an assassin, j u s t as he w a s com
pleting a triumphant eight-mile motorcade through the
streets of Dallas.
A l s o hit b y t h e assassin's bullet w a s T e x a s Governor
John R. Cbnnally Jr., w h o w a s riding directly in front of
Mr. Kennedy in the official blue Lincoln limousine. He
w a s wounded in the c h e s t and the right hand, but his life
is not in danger.
Mrs. Kennedy, w h o w a s sitting t o t h e immediate left
of her husband at the time, w a s not injured. Mrs. Connally
also escaped injury.
Mr. Kennedy w a s in Dallas with his wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Lyndon B . Johnson, Gov. and Mrs. Connally and Sen.
Ralph Yarborough, D , Texas, on a scheduled stop as part
of a two-day political tour through Texas. H e w a s sched
uled to address the Dallas Citizens Council and was on his
w a y t o Dallas' Trade Mart. The motorcade started from
Love Airfield shortly before noon and wound through the
city's suburbe and downtown section before the shooting
occurred. The streets were filled with enthusiastic crowd's
of onlookers.

apprehended in a Dallas^ movie theatre, w a s held in the
city jail until Sunday, November 24, where he w a s b e i n g
questioned by the police. When he w a s about to board an
armored car to be transferred to the county jail, Jack Ru
binstein, 52, a local night club owner, broke through the
guards surrounding Oswald and fatally shot him in the
abdomen. Oswald died one hour and twenty minutes later
in the same hospital where only 48 hours a g o President
Kennedy had passed away.

JOHNSON BECOMES P R E S I D E N T

Vice-President Lyndon B. Johnson w a s sworn in as
the new President of the United S t a t e s approximately an
hour and a half after the death of President Kennedy. The
ceremony was performed inside the Presidential suite of
Air Force 1, the Presidential jet, at Love Field in Dallas.
Judge Sarah T. Hughes, 67, District Judge of the North
District of Texas, performed the ceremony with tears in
her eyes. Then the plane, with Mr. Kennedy's body, Airs.
Kennedy and the new President flew to Washington where
the body of Mr. Kennedy, enclosed in a huge bronze coffin.
was laid in repose in the E a s t Room of the White House.

SUSPECT APPREHENDED, LATER SHOT
Approximately two hours after the shooting, the
Dallas police arrested 24-year-old Lee Harvey Oswald, an
avowed Marxist and self-styled Communist, and charged
him with the assassination of President Kennedy. Oswald,

JFK LAID TO REST IN ARLINGTON CEMETARY

On Sunday, November 24, the President's body was
moved in a formal funeral cortege from the White House
to the great rotunda of the Capitol where it remained
until 10 A.M. Monday. Hundreds of thousands passed by
the casket mounted on a bier to pay their last respects to
the late President. The ceremony was attended by Mrs.
Kennedy, her two children, Caroline, 6, and John Jr., 3,
and the entire Kennedy family. Brief tributes to the dead
Chief Executive were given by Senator Mike Mansfield,
majority floor leader. Supreme Justict^Earl Warren and
Houee Speaker W. McCormack. A wreath was placed on
the bier by the new President Lyndon B. Johnson.
On Monday, at 11 A.M., the late President's body was
moved to St. Matthew's Cathedral in Washington for the
funeral Mass at noon. Richard Cardinal Cushing, Arch
bishop of Boston, w a s the celebrant.
The funeral services were held at 1 P.M. and the late
President's body was laid to rest at Arlington National
Cemetary.
Dignitaries and political leaders from all over the
world began arriving on Sunday at Washington Dulles
Airport. They were welcomed by Secretary of State Dean
Rusk.
President Johnson proclaimed Monday to be the day
of mourning as the nation, overwhelmed by shock and
grief, paid the last respects to its leader. The entire world
expressed sorrow at the premature death of one of the
great statesmen of the century. The feelings of shock,
horror, dismay and tragic loss pervaded the atmosphere
here and elsewhere on earth. The nation was deep in
mouning. Time seemed to stand still.

METROPOLITAN SLIPY IN
THE BACKGROUND OF
THE ECUMENICAL COUNCIL

That the Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia should have
come into being at all, is a lasting tribute to those who laboured
to create itr—Ukrainlane by birth or derivation who heeded the
words of their great poet Tares Shevchenko (in the transla
tion of Ethel L. Voynich):
Wretched is the fettered captive,
Dying, and a slave;
But more wretched he that, living,
Sleeps, as in a grave,
Till he falls asleep for ever.
Leaving not a sign
That there faded into darkness
Something once divine.

Toronto, Canada.—The Uni-irokh, General Secretary of the
versity of Toronto Press, in a Shevchenko Scientific Society
special ceremony held on Mon and head of its Canadian
day, November 18, at the Uni branch.
The first spenkcrof the even
versity Faculty Club, announc
ed the release of the first vol ing, Mr. Jeanneret, welcomed
ume of Ukraine: A Concise the guests on behalf of the
Encyclopaedia, a monumental Press and in his remarks em
scholarly work on Ukraine phasized the great value of the
prepared by the Shevchenko encyclopedia as an objective
Scientific Society under the and scholarly work on Ukraine.
general editorship of Dr. Volo- He praised the efforts of the
dyrayr Kubiyovych and pub group of editors and authors
lished by the Press for the U- headed by Dr. Kubiyovych for
krainian National Association. "a job well done" and under
This formal public presentation scored the important role play
of the book was attended by ed by the Ukrainian National
the leading representatives of Association in the publication
the institutions involved in the of the encyclopedia. Mr. Jean
publication of the encyclopedia, neret then presented the first
which has already been her leather-bound copy of the vol
alded as "one of the major ume to Mr. Lesawyer who, in
reference books of the century." accepting the book, expressed
Representing the University hope "that this work will take
of Toronto was its president its rightful place among the
Dr. Claude T. Biasell and Dr. more important reference books.
H. E. Bowman, chairman of on the shelves of libraries in
the department of Slavic stu our educational institutions and
dies. The University Press was in the public libraries, and that
represented by Marsh Jean- it will be of service to scholars
neret, director, and others of and students pursuing Slavic
his staff including Eleonor studies." The President of the
Harman, assistant director, UNA also expressed his thanks
Frances* Halpenny, editor, to the University Press and to
Jean M. Houston, associate Dr. Kubiyovych and the staff
editor, Marion E. Magee, edi of editors and authors, partic
torial assistant, and Hilary ularly professors Shevelov and
Marshall, promotion manager. Luckyj, for their dedicated
Also attending this special oc work on the encyclopedia.
Dr. R. Smal-Stocki. speaking
casion were: Dr. Roman SmalStocki, president of the Shev on behalf of the Shevchenko
chenko Scientific Society, the Scientific Society, о u tl і n e d
closest associates of Dr. Kubi briefly the origin and history
yovych, editor-in-chief of the of the Society, its role as a
free Ukrainian academic instiencyclopedia, who could not be ' tution and its leadership in the
present in person at the cere-j struggle for academic freedom
mony because of excessive ( and objective scholarship as
work and the great traveling \ against Communist thought
distance involved. Dr. George control, intellectual suppresN. Luckyj, who played a ma-lslon and political dictatorship,
jor role in the publication of I On behalf of the Society, Dr.
the book by the University of і Smal-Stocki extended special
Toronto Press. Dr. George I gratitude to Dr. Kubiyovych,
Shevelov, Dr. Yaroslav Paster-1 all of his associates, as well
as to the University of Toronto
nak and others.
Representing the Ukrainian Press and to the UNA for their
National Association, the spon combined efforts in producing
sor of the encyclopedia, were this truly monumental work of
Joseph Lesawyer,
Supreme Ukrainian scholars in the free
President, Dr. Yaroslav Pa- world.
A special message of grcotdoch, Supreme Secretary, Ro
man Slobodian, Supreme Trea- [ ings was received from Dr. Kusurer, and the editors Anthony і biyovych. originator and ediDragan and Zenon Snylyk. M. • tor-in-chief of the encyclopeMota attended on behalf of the dias in both the Ukrainian and
Canadian office of the UNA. in the English languages.
the absence of its director Boh- ' After the conclusion of the
dan Zorych.
'official presentation ceremonies.
The local Ukrainian press as і the guests continued informal
well as the civic groups and or- ' talks and discussions, exchangganizations were also repre- ' ing views and opinions on the
sented, although some invited first volume of the encyclopeguests were unable to attend, [ dia the formal release of which
among them Dr. E. Vertypo- they had just witnessed.

ЛЯТ WOflieNTS after this photo was made, President Kennedy was assassinated during a parade in Dallas, Texas.

By WALTER
There is no doubt that Met
ropolitan Joseph SUpy, Arch
bishop of Lviv ami internationally-recogniaed martyr of the
Catholic Church and the Ukrainian people, is one of the
most colorful and interesting
personalities among sonic 2,
400 Council Fathers. The pow
erful and attractive stature of
the Ukrainian
Metropolitan
dominates hie entourage what
ever it may be. His even and
majestic stride, his strong and
vibrant voice, and his rapid
movements seem to Indicate
that he is much younger than
his 72 years would denote. His
Italian language, though mark
ed by a typical Slavic accent,
wns very good from the view-

DUSrtNYCK
i*>iut of grammar and prouounciation; hie Latin is excel
lent Ho speaks the Russian,
Polish. German and French
with an case of a i>olyglot; he
also reads and understands
English and likes to interject
an F.ag!ish phrase or two with
his conversationalist.
He wears very distinct robes
and carries a long and oniamented cane, which in addition
to his tail and white miter,
make him look like a Greek ^
Patriarch.
*^-v
Before the o|H>ning of the
second session Of the Ecumeni
cal Council. Metropolitan Shpy
appeared on a nation-wide
Italian television program with
(Continued on page 3)
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UKRAINE: A CONCISE ENCYCLO
PAEDIA - ITS MEANING AND ITS
ROLE

ON BEHALF OF THE UKRAINIAN
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

A GREAT ACCOMPLISHMENT
By THKODOBE LOTWINIAK

FOUNDED 1893
(Remarks by Joseph Lesawyer, UNA Supreme President, at
ілтшпап newspaper published daily except Sundays, Mondays
When I was a youngster I ' The | Ukrainian Weekly. From
and holidays (Saturday and Monday Issues combined)
the public presentation of "Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia" became very much interested time to time I would write to
By
Dr.
VOLODYMYR
KUBIYOVYCH,
Editor-in-Chief
by the Ukrainian National Association, Inc.
la Toronto, Canada, on Monday November 18, 1963)
in my background. All my par newspapers which had printed
at 81-88 Grand Street, Jersey City 3. NJ.
(Message received in Toronto on the occasion of the public
ents would tell me at first is inaccuracies about Ukraine and
presentation of the first volume of "Ukraine: A Concise
Second Class Postage paid at the Post Office of Jersey City, N. J.
that they came to America Ukrainians and always experi
Encyclopaedia," Monday, November 18, 1963)
Accepted tor maffing at special rate of postage proved tor Section
Mr. Jeanneret, Very Rev take its rightful place among from "Galicia" in "Austria- ence a sense of accomplish
1180 of Act of October 8,1917 authorised July 31.1918
erend Clergy, Dr. Biasell, Prof. the more important reference Hungary" and their people ment when a letter is publish
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
Being unable to attend this 16-volume general encyclopae Smal-Stocki, Dr. Bowman, Prof. books on the shelves of lib called, their land "Ukraina." ed. But, despite all the excel
public presentation arranged dia in the Ukrainian language,
raries in our educational insti
Subscription Rate: $3-50 Annually (52.50 for UNA members)
Shevelov, Prof. Luckyj, distin tutions and in the public li My father, who w a s a member lent reference works on Uof the Ukrainian National As kraine and Ukrainians that are
P. O. Box 846
Jersey City 8, N J. by the University of Toronto The Ukrainian Soviet Encyclo guished guests!
Press in connection with the paedia, which will not remain
braries and that it will be of sociation, received the Svoboda available to all today, inac
appearance of Ukraine: A Con without effect on the further
service
to
scholars
and
stu
The Ukrainian National As
at our home and I can still re curacies still appear In the AC.oest Editorial
cise Encyclopaedia, as Editor- fate of the Ukrainian Encyclo sociation, the organization that dents pursuing Slavic studies. call the day when the two boys merican press. It is still neces
in-Chief of this work, I would paedia.
I represent with my colleagues Since there are over 200 mil of our Polish neighbor ridicul sary for our people, td write
like to be allowed to pass on a
—Mr. Roman Slobodian, our lion Slavs in Europe and mil ed the newspaper; it had just letters to editors correcting
Working
Conditions
few remarks by way of this
treasurer; Dr. Yaroslav Pa- lions more in the English been delivered and I .was re these misstatements. A.Wash
Difficult
fetter.
doch, our secretary; Mr. An speaking world as pointed out moving it from the mailbox and ington, D. C , newspaper Is de
Ukraine: A Concise Encyclo
The first part of the Ukrain thony Dragan, the editor of the by Prof. Simmons in the Pre the boys asked to see it. "How
voting valuable space in i t s
paedia is an expanded and sup ian Encyclopaedia came into Ukrainian daily Svoboda; Mr. face, there is every reason to do you read this?" one asked,
By CLARENCE A. MANNING
plemented edition of the U- being amid difficult conditions Zenon Snylyk, editor of The U- believe that Slavic studies will taking a long look at the un campaign to nullify ooriBhevchenko Monument, and i t s edi
The first volume of the Ukrainian Encyclopaedia prepared krainian Encyclopaedia (En- of emigration, in war-destroy
krainian Weekly;
together become more popular of neces familiar Ukrainian characters. tor is receiving much mail on
by the members of the Shevchenko Scientific Society and other tsyklopedia Ukrainoznavstva) ed Germany, with limited pos
with our local Canadian repre sity. Hence, there should be an "Try reading it upsidedown!" the subject from our people;
Ukrainian scholars in Europe during the post-war years final published by the oldest Ukrain sibilities of access to libraries
sentatives, is proud of its par ever increasing demand for the his brother suggested, laugh
but he is meat obstinate, if not
ly appeared in English in an excellent fromat published by the ian scholarly institution, the and archives containing mate
ticipation in the publication of kind of knowledge contained ing. "That doesn't help!" the
unreasonable, and our letter
University of Toronto with the support of the Ukrainian Na Shevchenko Scientific Society rial on Ukrainian studies, at a
Ukraine: A Concise Encyclo in our encyclopeadia.
first boy said, following the campaign must continue so
tional Association. It has been well over ten years that the which came into being in 1873 time when the re-examination
paedia. Very frankly, the pro
We are most grateful for the suggestion. He gave the paper that he can see we are deter
members of the Association have been hearing about this work in the city of Lviv; liquidated of data met with great difficul
ject was undertaken ten years magnificent cooperation receiv back to me and they walked
but the first volume is now actually out and will do credit not. by Soviet authorities in 1940, ties. However, the^work on the
ago because of mounting pres ed from Mr. Jeanneret, Miss away, still laughing, leaving mined to erect this monument.
only to the men who finally achieved the success but also to it wa3 reinstated by its mem Ukrainian Encyclopaedia was~
I have seen an advance copy
sures on our Association from Halpenny, Miss Houston, Mrs. me with mixed emotions.
those outstanding leaders as Dr. Luke Myshuha and Dr. Dray- bers in the emigration in 1947 facilitated by the fact that al
of Ukraine: A Concise Ency
students, teachers, writers and Magee and Mr. Marshall, as
I
went
into
the
reference
tro Halychyn who urged on the work and cooperated to the in Munich, Germany.
most all the editors and co lecturers for scholarly and au well as for their expert guid section of the local library and clopaedia and I am certain this
fullest extent as long as they lived. Only those persons who
Soon after our Society re workers resided in Germany, in thoritative material on Ukraine, ance and advice in bringing this looked through its alphabetical great reference work will go
actually were in the hard grind of its preparation can realize sumed its activity, that is, ear the center of Ukrainian emigre
and eastern Europe In the Eng project to such a happy con card index of books. I read a long way in informing oth
the difficulties and the objections that were made at various ly in 1948, we began work on life, in Munich or its vicinity.
lish language. How well we clusion. We also want to ex everything I could find on U- ers about.Ukraine and Ukrain
times and the petty delays which grew often into months and the Ukrainian Encyclopaedia.
succeeded in this venture with press our appreciation to Prof. kraine. It wasn't much and I ians. There is no doubt that it
The
first
part
of
the
Ukrain
years, while work was necessarily brought to a standstill. We The first book of this work ap
Volume I of Ukraine: A Con Kubiyovych Editor-in-chief of know now that some of the is a vital, necessary work. It
ian
Encyclopaedia,
was
pre
can earnestly hope that the routine which has been so pain peared in the middle of 1949,
cise Encyclopeadia, time and the Encyclopedia and the staff material was inaccurate or is easy to say we should have
pared
and
published
in
a
rela
fully worked out for the first volume may carry the second and in May of 1952 the print
the judgement of our readers of editora and co-workers, parti slanted; for instance, Ukraine had something like this m Eng
tively
short
period
of
time—
to success in far less time and with far less labor and diplomacy. ing of the.first part of the Uwill tell. At this moment, I am cularly Prof. Shevelov and Prof. was often referred-to as "Ru- lish many years ago, but it is
in
four
years.
This
came
about
This Encyclopaedia is an important and epoch-making krainian Encyclopaedia was
only certain that more learned
thenia" and Ukrainians as "Ru- better late than never. We have
work. When it is completed, it will be the first serious attempt completed. After some tho as a result of the fact, among effort, more dedicated editing Luckyj, who did so much in
thenians"; some authors called it Now, thanks to the many
in English or perhaps any European language to give an ob rough thinking, the general many others, that we were and research and considerably the final stages of the publica
the Ukrainians "Little Rus men and women and ten years
working
during
"the
cold
war,"
tion,
for
all
their
contributions
jective picture of the whole range of Ukrainian interests and character of the Ukrainian En
more'money went into the pub
sians." I asked my mother of hard work it took to com
developments. Other works have treated the country and the cyclopaedia was decided upon: when external circumstances lication of this volume than and their dedicated efforts to
many questions and she was pile, translate, prepare and
could
have
disrupted
our
work
make
the
encyclopeadia
the
people only in their relation to and from the viewpoint of those it was not to be a general Uwas ever anticipated when the finest of reference books. Our amazed at my. interest and publish this important refer
at
any
moment.
Thus,
we
want
larger entities into which Ukraine has been forced, whether krainian encyclopaedia, but ex
project was planned.
heartiest congratulations to more amazed still that the li ence book. It will be most ap
as a whole or in part. It has been the constant effort of the clusively an encyclopaedia of ed to publish the first part of
brary did not have accurate in preciated by children seeking
We hope that this work will each and everyone of them.
editors and contributors to exclude anything like propaganda Ukrainian studies (Ukraino the Ukrainian Encyclopaedia, a
formation about her country. information about the land of
and to identify the various problems which have arisen in the znavstva). It was to consist of complete unit in itself, as soon
She told me much that I could their parents, by interested
past. It may be well, therefore, to say a few words about the two parts: first, a general part, as possible. This first part
(1,230 pages in three volumes)
N. Luckyj (Literature), Prof. not find in books. I saw that non-Ukrainians, by scholars,
history of this work.
a kind of textbook of Ukrainian depicts the status as of the end ed as witness the first volume A. Ohloblyn (History), Prof. she truly loved Ukraine and by libraries, and by newspapers
of
Ukraine:
A
Concise
Ency
There were many excellent studies of various aspects of studies, in the broadest sense
of 1940's, often even the pre clopaedia. Thus, a few com G. Shevelov (Language); all can still recall the Ukrainian which take pride in the pub
Ukraine and its life during the past centuries, but after World of the word; and second, a
lication of accurate informa
war status, and therefore it parisons and a few facts on members of the Editorial songs she used to sing.
War I the situation changed drastically. With the Ukrainian special part, an encyclopaedic
needs t o be supplemented.
During the years I continu tion. The Encyclopaedia is a
both, the Ukrainian and the Board, numerous authors, con
attempts to recover their independence and to establish a free dictionary of all available ma
tributors and reviewers and all ed to absorb information about truly great accomplishment
Having completed the work English encyclopaedias.
Ukraine, the need arose to prepare a work which would give terial on Ukrainian studies, ar
Ukraine: A Concise Encyclo those who in any' way have Ukraine, learning much from and everyone who had any
on the first general part of the
to the world ah adequate picture of Ukraine in all its aspects. ranged in alphabetical order.
Ukrainian Encyclopaedia, we paedia represents an expanded assisted in the editorial work. English language books and pe thing to do with It deserves to
The logical body to,do this was the Ukrainian Academy of Sci
began our work on the second, edition of the Ukrainian En My special thanks to Prof. E. riodicals printed by the Svo be congratulated for a job well
ences which was established in Kiev by Hetman Skoropadsky
Three Purposes
cyclopaedia, with the factual J. Sipimons for his Foreword, boda, but particularly from done.
and began active work under the Ukrainian Soviet Republic.
The Ukrainian Encyclopae alphabetical, part in the new
All hopes were dashed when the Communist Party cracked dia has a threefold purpose. center of the European branch information brought -up. to in whi<;h he noted the impor
down on the Ukrainian scholars and eliminated the ablest from First, it is a basic reference of ) the Shevchenko Scientific 1961-62. It is divided into two tance of the encyclopaedia for
the Academy. With that avenue blocked, the burden passed book on Ukrainian studies for Society, in Sarcelles, France. volumes, each containing ap scholars, And students of Slavto the Shevchenko Scientific Society in Lviv which was more two million Ukrainians and The first volume of the latter proximately 1,200-1,3QQ pages istics.
than willing to.undertake i t But before the work could.be ac persons of Ukrainian descent, work appeared in 1955. Cur of text, and it is twice as large
By L E S I A U K R A I N K A
I am very pleased to em
complished, the Soviet army moved into Lviv in 1939 and dis who reside in diaspora, beyond rently, the fourth volume is be as the Ukrainian Encyclopae phasize the achievements of the
•
'
Translated
by Vera Rich
solved the Society. Again all hopes seemed vain but fortunately the borders of the USSR and ing printed, to the letter "O" dia. Aiso, it contains, more il Ukrainian National Association
lustrations
than
its.
Ukrainian
inclusive.
The
entire
work
will
the officers of the Shevchenko Scientific Society and very many its satellite countries. Second,
;
which- undertook the publica
Thoughts, away, you heavy clouds of autumn.
counterpart. Although our Eng tion,of this work, and to men
of its members found themselves at the end of World War П it is to be a source of knowl consist of seven volumes.
For now springtime comes, agleam with gold!
lish encyclopaedia does have tion the late Dr. L. Myehuha
in the displaced persons camps in Germany and Austria. There edge about Ukraine and the
Shall thus in grief and wailing for ill-fortune
UNA Assumes Task
some shortcomings (and no one and the late President D. Haly
they were able, to reorganize themselves and one of their first Ukrainian people for non-U
All the tale of my young years be told?
knows it better than the editor- chyn, as Well as the current
tasks was to resume the planning for this Encyclopaedia.
The idea of publishing the
krainians. Third—and perhaps
This time the undertaking prospered even under the hard most important—the Ukrain Ukrainian Encyclopaedia in in-chief), which have their Supreme President Joseph Le
No, I want to emile through tears and weeping,
conditions of refugee life and under the able leadership of Prof. ian Encyclopaedia is to be a other languages, first of all in causes in the somewhat abnor sawyer.
Sing my songs where evil holds its sway,
Kuzela (who Booh died) and Prof. Kubiyovych who is still in воигсе of true information a- the English language, was con mal conditions of scholarly
Hopeless, a steadfast hope forever keeping,
I am deeply grateful to the
work,..of
the
majority
of
our
charge, the first part of the projected scheme became a reality bout the past and the present ceived during our work on the
I want to live! You thoughts of grief—away!
$hJversjty>'of. Toronto Press
and the first part of the Ukrainian Encyclopaedia appeared. of Ukraine for Ukrainians in first part. Thus, immediately scholars and specialists; — 'T
for publishing Ukraine: A Con
would
like
to
express
the
opin
It consisted of studies of the various aspects of Ukraine, its their native land, where the upon completion of work on
On poor sad fallow-land, unused to tilling,
cise Encyclopaedia. The editor
physical nature, the ethnology of the people and the folk arts. Bolsheviks either suppress* com the first part of the Ukrainian ion that this volume is the
I'll sow blossoms, brilliant in hue,
ial staff and the workers of
the language, literature, history, culture and institutions, all pletely or falsify all that con Encyclopaedia, I made a pro most serious reference book on
I'll sow blossoms where the frost lies, chilling,
this Press had, indeed, a lot of
treated in individual articles. A second part was to contain the stitutes-the essence of Ukrain- posal to the Ukrainian Nation Ukraine, one that gives an ob
I'H pour bitter tears on them as dew.
jective picture of the past and work with this book: seldom
alphabetical treatment of men and events as do most encyclo iandom.
al Association, the oldest and
the present of Ukraine and before were they asked to
paedias, and this has been started and carried on through the
fraternal
To be sure, the Ukrainian largest Ukrainian
And those burning tears shall melt, dissolving,
the
Ukrainian
people, as make so many revisions and
r
letter "K."
Encyclopaedia finds its way benefit society on the Ameri stated by Dr. Ernest J. Sim changes in a text that had al
All that might crust of ice away,
It was shortly after 1950 that the late Dr. Luke Myshuha, into the hands of our country can continent, to publish it in
Maybe blossoms will come up, unfolding
ready been set. I promise that
mons
in
the
Foreword.
It
is
the editor of Svoboda, realized the value of this work, if it men in Ukraine only rarely, but the English language. Our
Singing springtime for me, too, some day.
the Press will have much less
should appear in English, and he convinced Mr. Halychyn, the we continue our work with a talks came to a successful con my belief that our Encyclopae
trouble witiBv. the second vol
then president of the Ukrainian National Association, to sup firm belief that tomorrow may clusion, and the UNA dele dia will become a source of
Up the flinty steep and craggy mountain
knowledge about our country ume.
port it. The present author, then active at Columbia University, be different.
gated Dr. Luke Myshuha, long
A weighty ponderous boulder I shall raise.
and (hat through it Ukraine
In
conclusion,
I
wish
that
warmly encouraged them and in a short time the first work
The Ukrainian Encyclopae time editor of the Ukrainian will gaiff many friends.
And bearing this dread burden, a resounding
soon—perhaps
some
time
in
on the translation was begun.
dia was also intended to be, daily Svoboda and noted USong I'll sing, a song of joyous praise.
the middle of 1965—we may
Then difficulties and delays began, for the preparation of in some measure, the answer krainian citizen, to work on the
Thanks and Hopes
gather here again on the oc
an English edition presented more obstacles than had appeared to the second edition of the 51- publication of the. Ukrainian
In the long dark ever-viewless night-time
likely. It was generally agreed that the text should not be a volume Great Soviet Encyclo Encyclopaedia in English. Un
At this time, I would like to casion of the appearance of the
Not one instant shall I close my eyes,
literal translation of the Ukrainian edition for events were mov paedia, which depicts all that fortunately, his illness and, express my thanks to all who second volume of Ukraine: A
I'll seek ever for the star to guide me,
ing rapidly and it was felt advisable to have a revised Ukrain is Ukrainian insufficiently and later, untimely death interrupt have contributed to this great Concise Encyclopaedia, and in
She that reigns bright mistress of dark skies.
ian text. But in the meantime the Ukrainian scholars had been mostly in false terms. It should ed the work on the English deed: the editors of individual a few more years,—to cele
resettled in all the lands of the free world and it was no longer be added that the appearance edition of the Encyclopaedia parts—Dr. Z. Kuzela (Ethno brate the English language edi
Yes! I'll smile, indeed, through tears and weeping,
a simple task to secure their agreement on the revision. On the of the Ukrainian Encyclopae for several years, and it is on graphy), also co-editor of the tion of the second, alphabeti
Sing my songs where evil holds its sway,
other side it was difficult to secure a general agreement from dia compelled the Soviet re ly now, after 10 years, that Ukrainian Encyclopaedia, who cal, part of the Ukrainian En
Hopeless, a steadfast hope forever keeping,
the translators even as to the transliteration of Ukrainian gime to begin the work on the this work has been complet- is no longer with us; Prof. G. cyclopaedia.
I shall live! You thoughts of grief—away!
names. For various technical sections, scholars in the American
Museum of Natural History, the New York Botanical Gardens,
etc., were consulted. Slowly but surely the work progressed
turned toward neighboring Au who constituted a special com arship enjoyed a degree of viet Union by research, publi
with Mr. Dragan taking the place of Dr. Myshuha and Mr.
stria where, under compara mission in the Russian Imperi freedom in the Ukrainian So cations and congresses in free
Lesawyer that of Mr. Halychyn, and the finished manuscript
Editor's Note: Address delivered by Prof. Roman Smal- tively liberal rule, Ukrainians al Academy of Sciences and viet Republic but only because Europe. In these efforts we
appeared.
Stocki,
president of the Shevchenko Scientific Society, on the oc had enjoyed some constitutional who, in 1906, delivered their I Ukraine was the cradle of that enjoyed the support of the UAfter that came the question of the place of publication and
rights. Then with the support opinion defending the status of movement known as "national krainian Masaryk University in
finally largely through the influence o f Prof. George Luckyj casion of the official public presentation of Ukraine: A Concise of such distinguished members
the Ukrainian language as a Communism." Beginning in Prague and the Ukrainian Sci
of Toronto University, the University PreeS there agreed to Encyclopaedia by the University of Toronto Press, on Monday, of the nobility as Countess Miseparate Slavic language with 1928 and throughout thel930's, entific Institutes in Warsaw
undertake the work and it has ably and beautifully done it, so Nevember 18, 1963, at the University Faculty Club.
loradovich, Semyrenko, Chyk<>» the right to free development. however, Stalin clamped his and Berlin. Our Society expos
that this first volume is a worthy memorial to all that has
You. dear Colleagues, re lenko, and other prominent lib
It is our distinct pleasure
The outbreak of World War official ideology around the non- ed the simply grotesque Mangone before.
and honor today to unveil the member how in the 1830's the eral Ukrainians a headquarters I ended all hope of gaining Russian nations and eradicated theory as well as the unbeliveOne thing is now left—to make sure that the book receives first volume of the Concise En tsarist government under Ni for our Society was acquired
equality for the Ukrainian lan their academic freedom. Elimi able falsifications in history
a proper circulation and that it reaches university and public cyclopaedia on Ukraine pub cholas I developed the official in Lviv. It was this building
guage and Ukrainian scholar nated in the field of history, and literature. For this dedica
libraries where it can be duly read and consulted by students. lished by the Shevchenko Sci tsarist ideology on the tripar which subsequently housed our
ship in Russia. Then came the was also the school of the Rus tion to truth many Ukrainian
Many individual Ukrainians will want it for themselves and if entific Society, the first U- tite formula of Russian Ortho- library, museum, and publish
Revolution of 1917 in the Rus sian Marxist historian, Pokrov- scholars suffered — particular
even a small part of the general public buy it either for them krainian academy of liberal i doxy, Absolutism, and Nation ing house.
sian Empire which led to the sky, who condemned Russian ly our historians and philolo
selves or for the institutions,, the publication will be more than arts and sciences. The fact that alism. Its purpose was clearly
Thus, it was in 1873 that the dissolution of the empire into imperialism; re-established as gists. Besides, approximately
worthwhile and successful.
our Society is commemorating j that of counteracting the influ Shevchenko Scientific Society national republics. With the dogma in its place was the old 200 writers and poets were
As it is, this Encyclopaedia is now a credit not only to all its 90th anniversary this year ence of such "subversive" west
became the leader of the aca proclamation of the Ukrainian Russian imperial scheme of thrown into c o n e e n t r a t i o n
those who worked on it and supported it but it is a monument draws added significance to ern European ideas as consti
demic resistance movement a- Republic, academic freedom East European history. In the camps and partly liquidated.
to the Ukrainian spirit, Ukrainian perseverance, and Ukrainian this event. From the vantage tutional government, democra
gainst Czarist censorship and was restored. Unfortunately, area of linguistics, Indo-Euro
After World War П, Western
patriotism. So far no other nationality out of its own intel point of this day and its mean cy, human dignity, and free
thought control exerted through that freedom was short-lived. pean comparative philology Ukraine was integrated into
lectual and physical resources has produced a similar work on ing for us we can look forward dom of thought. Within this
artificial imperialist concep With the establishment of the was declared to be bourgeois Soviet Ukraine and our Shev
the same scale and with the same care and thoroughness. We with reassuring hope to the triangle came the systematic
tions in all areas, particularly Communist dictatorship in St. and counter-revolutionary ra chenko Scientific Society in
can only hope that all circumstances will be favorable for the challenges of the decade ahead Russification of all non-Rus
in history and philology. But Petersburg and the organiza cism and Marr's theory be Lviv was merged Into the Usecond volume which will complete the first part of the En which will lead to our centen sian languages, cultures,and re
because all Russian scholars tion of the Red Army, aggres came the substituted dogma. krainian Soviet Academy of
cyclopaedia in Ukrainian and that work with the erection of the nial celebration; but it is also ligions in the empire. More spe
did not become subservient to sive wars were started imme Here, as everywhere else, the Sciences. We expressed our
monument to Shevchenko in Washington will be a real coming with a feeling of deep satisfac cif teally,-this ideology climaxed
the official Russian ideology we diately against independent final aim was the Russifica gratitude for this dubious
of age of Ukrainian culture in the New World.
tion that we can momentarily in the pogroms of the Jews were not alone in our fight. We border states. Among the first tion of all non-Russian Nations "honor" accorded our Society.
glance back and realize the ex and, for the Ukrainians, in the must not forget, for example, of those attacked was Ukraine. in the Soviet Union and the In the proverbial way, that ac
treme importance of our So Ems Ukaze of 1863 forbidding the great moral courage and By 1922 this aggression had creation of a Russian-speak tion speaks louder than words,
ciety's history and publica the public use of the Ukrain scholarly dedication of that led to the formation of the So ing Soviet nation.
we expressed our true reaction:
tions for the scholars and lib ian language in speech and group of distinguished Russian viet Union and the start of a
During this 20th century the Society's' president, its
eral arts of all Slavic nations. printing inside the Russian scholars-academicians headed new period in East European "dark age" of Stalinism, the board and almost all of its
I'p to now we have published Empire a cutural pogrom.
by Shakhmatov and including history.
Shevchenko Scientific Society, members went into exile. Soon
over 1,200 volumes, 706 dedi
Because of this persecution Korsh, Fortunatov, Lappo-DaDuring the early stages of then under Poland, continued we were able to continue our
cated to research in all fields Ukrainian scholars in search of nilevsky, Famitsin and Olden the NEP era the Ukrainian its efforts for academic free work by establishing the Shevof liberal arts and sciences.
academic freedom hopefully burg. It was this group of men language and Ukrainian schol dom for all nations in the So
(Continued on page 3)
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THE VALUES OF FREE SCHOLARSHIP

Why be on the outside? Join the
Ukrainian National Association
and read "The Ukrainian
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Weekly"

Generous Parishioners

Philadelphia TUSM Honors Lesia
Ukrainka on 50th Death
Anniversary

They Are Taught Two Languages,
Says Rochester Paper

SPORTS SCENE

Pupils at St.JosaphatSchool,,different
alphabets. English
305 Hudson Ave. in Rochester, uses the Roman alphabet while
Philadelphia, Pa. (LC)— In well delivered by Lesia Chprno- N. Y,, are as likely to speak in і Ukrainian, a Slavic tongue, is
By OLEH ZWADIUK
tribute to Lesia Ukrainka, a bryva. The most impressive Ukrainian as English. The U- based on the Cyrillie*alphabet.
great Ukrainian poetess who moment of the evening was the krainian tongue has a status
"For some of us," she adds,
died fifty years ago, the Phila group recitation of L. Ukrain almost-equal to English there. "English is harder to learn."
St. Josaphat a pupils have
The 250 pupils are evidence
delphia branch of the Ukrain ka's "Seven Strings," with the
musical background arranged
ian Student Organization of N. by Irene Chuma, which was ex t h a t children can become bi some Ukrainian heroes to rank
Mikhnovsky(TUSM) presented cellently performed by seven lingual in the e l e m e n t a r y with George Washington and
on Sunday, November 17, a student members of TUSM: school: given a compelling rea-1 Paul Revere. The Kozaks' Het- Ї The Ukrainian Nationals de later Mike Noha sped down the
eon. a school can teach а ве- \ man B. Kmelnytsky, for exam- feated Newark Sich, 3-0, last right wing all by himself, outliterary evening devoted to the Oksana Vanchytsky, L e s i a cond. language.
j pie. freed the Ukrainians from Sunday in an American Soccer maneuvered Holub who came
works of the poetess.
Chornobryva, Luba Kapiy, Na
The reason at St. Josaphat is Polish rule in 1648.
League match in Philadelphia pushing out of his goal, and
The program, which consist talie Kovalchuk, Halyna Saga- the use of the Ukrainian Ian- j "Ukrainian history is usualand the New York Ukrainian sent the ball over his head in
ed of artful interpretations of ta, Martha Mamchyn and Zena guage in church services. F o r j l y read as Russian history."
Soccer glub beat the German- the direction of the net. Nuri
Lesia Ukminka's works in vari Sokhor. A dramatic dialogue, many of the pupils, children of | explains Mrs. Cehelsky, "but
Hungarian Soccer Club, 4-1, a t Mumis. a late sustitute, headed
ous forms, was opened by Ro "In the Flower Shop," was per recent immigrants, it also is we have a national history
the Ukrainian Field in a Ger the ball in just to make sure
man Cyhan, president of the formed with much understand the main language in the home, which is very old."
man American Soccer League it was going in the right direc
local TUSM branch. Two sold ing and feeling by Myroslava
The pupils receive 2\> hours
The pupils at St. Josaphat match in Astoria, New York.
tion.
renditions by Zenon Vontorsky, Mazurok and Andrew Masiuk. of Instruction per week in are taught that there are three
Nearly 2,500 spectators saw
Savytsky Bad Example
a young promising pianist, pre 0 The performers, all student grades 1 through 8. They learn periods of Ukrainian history.
Alex Holub put up a strong
ceded the main address of the members of TUSM, were warm the history, literature and ge
John Savytsky was a bad ex
The first was the period of fight in the Sich nets to pre
evening which was delivered ly applauded by the audience ography of Ukraine as well as rule by princes, roughly from
ample of a soccer player. He
by Christine Kuichytsky. Vocal that filled to capacity the spa the written and spoken lan 800 to 1400. The most influ vent the Ukrainian Nationals' again resorted to underhanded
forwards
from
scoring
but
it
interpretation of L. Ukrainka's cious hall of the Ukrainian guage.
ential event during this period was all to no avail. He finally tactics, fouling and kicking
"I wish I Could Become A Home. The program,. directed
"Most of our pupils are flu of Ukraine to Christianity in bowed at the 44th minute of players a t will. This type of
Song" and "Depart Thoughts" by Mrs. Nina Luzhnytsky, was ent in Ukrainian at the end of 988.
the first half. He was like a player is no asset to a team but
was ably rendered by Lesia well planned a i i d r j e r f o n n e d a a ^ h e e t h Grade." says Sister
Then came the period of Ko- tiger in a lions' cage jumping on the contrary a liability.
Kruhla, soprano, to the piano it succeeded in coveying the Clare, principal. She and the zak rule, which extended until
Besides hurting a man-phys
accompaniment of Z. Vontor beauty and^ the meaning of four other nuns who teach at the 17th Century. The modern in all directions, thwarting ically he can cost bis team
shots
that
seemed
destined
to
sky. The recitation of the poem some of Lesia Ukrainka's great St. Josaphat are members of j period is marked by foreign
goals because of penalties awind up in the nets.
"Lily of the Valley" was very poetic works.
the Sister Servants of Mary Im domination by Poland, Russia
The game started slowly and warded by stricter referees.
maculate, a Ukrainian order.
and Austria at various times.
for a few moments play was Perhaps Savytsky should be
Pupils in the first four grades
"There was a Ukrainian re going from one side of the left on the side-lines for a
are taught Ukrainian by their public for a short time after field to the other. But then while so that he can look on
classroom (teachers. Mrs. Lu- World War I," Mrs. Cehelsky the American League champs І а д h i s t e a m W " ^
leara the
proper
^
NEW YORK (RLC). — A [will be that of a discussion, as bow Cehelsky gives specialized says", "but no one wanted to got into their groove and six- і
instruct ion\^o pupils in grades help us. So we fell under Bol zling shots came at Holub
USC Continues Streak
conference and a literary even- we have been taught in the col5 through 8
shevik domination."
from all directions. Then in the I ~
, ._ • . ,
ing devoted to the life and leges and universities."
XT
v
T
h
e
Teaching Ukrainian and Eng
(Courtesy of The Roches
final minutes of the first half L
* e " Y ° r k Ukrainian
work of Dmytro Dontsov and
In a Ш к ,oaded ш ь
quota.
C
e
r
lish poses 80m* difficulties. Mrs. ter Democrat and Chronicle,
the Nats started a fine passing | ^ f
^ " Ь contoued '*? " " /
the contributors of Vtetayk L j 0 n e f r o m D o n t a o v 8 writings,
Cehelsky rei
because of Sunday, November 17, 1963)
thrust from their side of the ^ f 1 ***** w h * n they band(The Herald) was held on Sat- i n d u d i n g Ш о 8 Є w h e r e Dontsov
field, passed the ball to C a r l ! ? * the German-Hungarians a
ь ^ І ^ ^ ^ Г - ^ ' / І ^ " " I Quotes other philosophers and
and
Yakovino who then relayed to 1 4 - 1 < І е Г е * 1 t l a a t S u n d a y
karinian Institute of America the New Testament, Anatol BeWalter Czvzowych. Czyzowych I ™ o v ?? , n t 0 th A e 8 e c o n d 8 |° 1 ш
in New York by the TUSM driy spoke on the "Philosophi(Concluded from page 2)
c»nt in о „ і ™ M M * .
;„•„•»,„! the German American Soccer
organization. To the disap ! cal Premises of Dontsov's Na chenko Scientific Society in Ca late Dr. Kuzelia, Dr. Ohloblyn, sent in a slow dribbler into the League.
right hand corner for the first
pointment of the organizers, tionalism."
nada, Australia, the United Dr. Shevejov, Dr. Luckyj. I also score.
USC has played two games
only a small number of persons
less then the leading Giuliana
He was followed by Martha States and in Europe at Sarcel- express my cordial thanks to
No
Forwards
turned out for the afternoon
les near Paris. It was at this you. Mr. President Lysawyer,
eleven with only two points
session of the conference, and Savchak, Mr. Savchuk and Vo- latter location where, thanks and the Ukrainian National As
Speaking frankly, Sich is in lost while Giuliana has lost 5
! lodymyr Budziak, who in turn
while the attendance picked up .
.
to Eugene Cardinal Tisserant, sociation for financing this trouble. They have an excel points.
;- *»,« „,,~„;~„ ;• ... „»;n i M „ spoke on Dontsov as the ideo- We established a headquarters monument of the resistance of lent defensive line but no for
Terry Mulvoy. USC's tricky
logist of Ukrainian independ
m the evening it was still lessi,f_,
»„.__,_,.
._j of Uj for the publication of our En free scholarship against Com wards. To add to this Zenon outside left, scored at the sev
ence,^ as_, the
ideologist
change
had
expected
it
to
be.
munist
thought
control
and
than what the persons in krainian aristocraticism, and as cyclopaedia in Ukrainian under
Snylyk was not in the line-up enth minute of the initial pe
The study conference was
the editorship of Professor V. dictatorship. I cordially com which made their half-back line riod to put his team ahead 1-0.
planned in two parts. The af the ideologist of Ukrainian tra Kubiyovych. Today the first pliment the Toronto University totally ineffective in building
After the start of the second
ternoon session included four ditionalism, respectively.
volume, in English appears Press fur a job well done in up mid-field play and support half, Prendergast scored twice
Eugene
Malaniuk,
a
Ukrain
talks analyzing the thoughts
here under, the imprint of the all ways. In fact, it is my deep the forwards.
and • Smethurst once to assure
and writings of Mr. Dontsov, ian poet, told the listeners Toronto University Press and conviction that the effective
The team seems to rely on the victory. USC is idle this
about
his
first
meeting
with
and t h e evening session was de
publishing leadership demon Alex Chayka in the forward week-end sp it gives all Uthe
second,
we
hope,
will
soon
voted to the reminiscences on Dontsov and other reminis follow.
strated by the Toronto Univer line and passes everything to krainian soccer fane of the
sity Press can not help but in him whether he is free or not. New York Metropolitan area
the philosopher, a talk on him cences of the nationalist ideo
L
e
t
me
for
a
moment
evalu
turn reflect honor and added As it was last Sunday, Ivan a good opportunity to come to
as a literary critic, and recita logist. Svitlana Lutska read a
tions of poetry, published in paper on Dontsov a s a literary ate this fact from the scholar prestige upon this 'great Uni Borodiak, the Nats defense- Newark's Ironbound Stadium
the magazine which he edited. critic. Five- other students read ly point of view. All liberal versity. In this same connec man, stopped Chayka cold. He to see the Ukrainian Nationals
Following the opening re from works published in Vist- arte and even the sciences in tion I might add that I see a could not make a move much and Sich meet for the second
the Soviet Union and its cap- great opportunity for the To
marks by Laryssa Hanushchak, nyk.
leas score a goal, and there time in a return match.
An'exhibition of Dontsov's tivciAtions are under the dic ronto University Press to be never seemed to be anyone
Constantine Savchuk told those
tatorship
of
the
Communist
come a center of free Slavic around that he could pass to.
present the conference was numerous works, and periodi
Santos of Brazil won the
called to honor Mr. Dontsov cals, which printed his articles, Party and its dogmas. In the publication for the whole Eng
19 minutes before the game
Soviet
Union,
there
is
neither
lish-speaking community. And came to a close Nate outside World Champion of Champions
who was 80 last August.
( was set up for the conference
Soccer Cup for the second year
"We don't want to put him by Dr. Alexander Sokolyshyn. academic freedom nor free dis I am happy to announce that right Mangini made a beauti- in row by defeating Milan of
on a pedestal, and we don't Most of the exhibits were from cussion. Beneath thje modern the Slavic Institute of Marquet full pass to Walter Czyzowych Italy 1-0 last Saturday.
want to criticize him," said his private archives and li dress which draped the ag te University recently accepted who scored with a hard shot
The two teams had to play
gression of Stalinism in the a similar encyclopaedic work
Mr. Savchuk. "Our approach brary.
1930'e was the old official ideo for publication on Croatia with from about 15 yards out. Ho a "rubber" match because each
•
the preface by the late great lub touched the ball but could team won one and lost one with
logy of the Tsar, Nicholas I.
Orthodoxy was replaced by dia Mestrovich and has submitted not hold on to it. Five minutes! identical, scores.
lectical materialism, a new reli it to the Toronto University
By R. L. CHOMIAK
NEW YORK — Both the tensions between the two coun- gion according to Bochenski, Press.
Noth, and Monnerot; divine
United States and the Soviet tries.
Dear Colleagues, there is no
He admitted the sale of right absolutism was changed
Union are looking for ways to
maintain their leadership in wheat may be validly criti into Marx's rights absolutism; substitute for academic and
ROCHESTER N. Y. — The of the secod stanza, when lefttheir respective blocs, and this cized as a factor in the better and finally. Russian National political freedom; there is no Ukrainian Americans Sports I winger Walter Oliynyk crossed
is the reason for the recent ment of the enemy's economy. ism now appears in the guise substitute for free discussion Club booters advanced into the j the ball from a corner kick and
casings of tension between the But he said the sale of surplus of the homogeneous "soviet and dialogue. It is therefore | semi-final round of the North- Sachs did not waste any time
two countries, says a Ukrain grain also helps the economy nation." This official Commu- quite natural that the work of Western Cup competition by in heading the ball into the
ian publicist and nationalist of the USA and gives this nist ideology stifled all free re- j the Shevchenko Scientic Society defeating the Sauer Kickers of right hand corner for a 1-0
country a propaganda advan search and any free discussion, j should be carried out in a free Buffalo 2-0, at Edgerton Park lead. The second tally entered
leader.
the nets at the 41-mihute mark,
In the interest of real pro country. We are indeed happy j on Sunday November 3rd.
Speaking as a panelist in a tage.
Manfred Sachs, who recently but this time. Anatole MarCultural exchangee are also gress, the Shevchenko Scientif that Canada with her bilindiscussion forum organized by
gualism has become a kind of arrived from West Germany chenko crossed the ball from
the Friends of Ukrane's Lib beneficial in Mr. Zwadiuk's ic Soviety and its members con
Switzerland of the English- and arrived late for the game the right and Sachs placed
eration Association of New opinion because they allow So stantly challenge all these Com
speaking world, a kind of clear, from Syracuse scored both the ball into the same spot,
York Saturday. Yaroslav Hay- viet people to see things here munist dogmas <in liberal arts
ign house of free Slavistics for j goals for the Ukrainians in for a 2-0 lead and the victory.
vas said the two blocs, as we as they really are, and give and forces them into a public
an
opportunity
to
the
Ameri
Walter Zakaluzhny of Toron
dialogue in the free world. We that world. It was after World j the second half. The first half
have come to know them, no
can visitors to speak out in the believe that that is the only War II that Canada opened her was an even contest, and the to, played his first game of
longer exist.
Soviet Union against certain way to advance the search for gates to the displaced scholars ВІ80"п City booters threatened the season with the Ukrainians
The nations under the Soviet aspects of t h a t country's totali
objective truth in all fields. We of all Slavic nations and espe to score with the wind, but t h e . s i n C e 1960. and was outstandinfluence "no longer keep quiet tarian regime.
also firmly believe that as free cially Ukrainians. And we are Uk rainians' defense could not! ing in the game.
and listen for orders from Mos
Mr. Labunka saw a possible men in a free world it is our therefore pleased that we can be penetrated.
Alexander Loj
cow," but there are аіво rum weakening of the Soviet Em
The Uke booters did not j
—
duty to continue our struggle now make this contribution to
blings and diversions among pire as the result of the fer
Canada's
Slavistics.
score until the 38-minute mark
for academic freedom in the
[
CHAMPS RECEIVE
the USA "satellites" as well, mentation process now observ
Soviet Union. And we do so for
TROPHIES
he said.
ed among the new generation all Slavic nations, including the
The "Samopomich" organiza
Since both are under pres of the Communist Party mem Russian scholars, since it is
tion tendered a testimonial asure from their respective bership. He thought this might [they also who suffer under the
wards banquet in "Tryzub"
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Nats Down Sich 3-0, USC Wins 4-1

The Stamford Cathedral Parish over-subscribed its goal for
t h e new St. Basil's Seminary five times. At this writing, 18 me
morials have been pledged by parishioners. Pictured rfbove are
three donors who have each given a $2,500.00 Memorial. Stand
ing left to right a r e : Very Rev. S. J. Chrepta, Pastor of the
Cathedral Parish and Diocesan Campaign Moderator, Mr. Ilko
Mykhalyshyn, Dr. Myroslav Borysiuk and Mr. Stephen Dudra.
F a t h e r Chrepta, in thanking his parishioners, stated "Our cam
paign committee expects to complete visits to the remainder
of the parishioners within a short time. I hope, that at that
time we can repbrt double the amount we have now."

Ukrainian Professional Ass'n
To Weekend at 'Soyuzivka'
By DANIEL T. KUZYK
A s a traditional part of its the highly acclaimed motion
annual program, Soyuzivka, picture of the Soviet Union and
UNA's picturesque mountain Ukraine recently filmed by
resort in the Catskflls, will Mr. and Mrs. Myron Kuscenko
All persons who are mem
once again host the Thanks
giving Weekend conclave of the bers or prospective members of
Ukrainian Professional Asso the Professional Association
ciation.
are invited to participate in
Commencing on Friday, Nov. this traditional Autumn Week-,
29th, and continuing through end gathering at Soyuzivka,
Sunday. Dec. 1st, a full pro They are urged to contact Miss
gram of meetings, lectures, so June Feryo, at TW 9-2503, in
cial festivities and outdoor ac order t h a t prompt and final
tivities will quite thoroughly arrangements might be for
monopolize the weekend.
mulated.
Included in the schedule of
To preview a forthcoming
events will be- an abbreviated event, the Professional Asso
version of "Around The World ciation announced t h a t Friday,
In Forty Days" produced by Dec. 13th, at the Ukrainian In
Walter Bacad, who recently stitute, it will be privileged in
made this global jaunt. Slides having a member of the Cana
photographed during his visits dian delegation to the United
to some of the most exqtic Nations, Senator Yuzyk is the
cities and places of the World, third Canadian of Ukrainian
including Egypt with its Nile descent to have been appointed
Щуег and Valley of the Kings, to the Canadian Senate. This
the Holy Land, Lebanon, India will provide an excellent op
and the universally renown portunity for all to hear, first
temple, the Taj Mahal, Thai hand, the many problems fac
land, Hong Kong and Japan, ing the United Nations and to
will supplement Mr. Bacad's participate in the exchange of
lecture.
A second notable presenta- thoughts to follow. A welcome
tion will be the showing of is extended to all.
r^

METROPOLITAN SLIPY...
(Cocluded from Page 1)
Slipy called recently "my im
mediate liberator." He grants
very few personal interview's
and no autographs or pictures.
He prefers the collective, that
is, the group audiences, so if
you are in Rome, don't be dis
appointed if you will not get
his authograph or his picture.
His sermons, as that one de
livered to the participants at
the conference of the Ukrain
ian Christian Movement are
generally dealing with biblical
themes.
He received some of the
Council Fathers, among them
Bishop Fulton Sheen of New
York and Cardinal Wyszynski
of Poland; Cardinal Spellman

an address about the significance and importance* of the
Eastern Churches at this Coun
cil. Millions of Italian TV view
ers had an excellent opportuni
ty to see the martyred Ukrain
ian prelate who has become a
cause celebre since his release
by the Kremlin some nine
months ago. During the broad
cast there were shots of his
celebrating a Mass in the Ukrainian church in Rome and
also his ordination of several
hew Ukrainian Catholic priests.
But the most memorable and
impressive appearance of Met
ropolitan Slipv was his address
to the Council on the collegiality of bishops won October 11
цу
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1963, during which he proposed of New York was one of the
the establishment of a Ukrain- first Cardinals who went to
ian Catholic patriarchate. He congratulate Metropolitan Sliwas first announced on Octo-1 py when the latter finished his
ber 10 as a speaker, and at the address at the session of the
moment his name was read by j Council.
the Secretary of the Council, j Metropolitan Slipy stated
Msgr. Felici. the entire Basilica publicly time and again that
thundered with applause, de- j he plans to return to Ukraine,
spite the admonition of the pre- which fact apparently dictates
siding Cardinal that" the Coun- his extreme caution with whatcil Fathers should abstain from • ever he says or does,
making ovations. But despite | This writer had a talk with
this admonition even more two Polish bishops who both
thunderous applauses greeted expressed their respect and
the Ukrainian Metropolitan the admiration for the Ukrainian
next day when he came to the prelate.
speakers* rostrum to deliver
It is also significant that
his address.
;both Carpatho-Ukraine bishHis statement was widely ops, Bishop Nicholas Elko of
p t l b l i c i z e d throughout the Pittsburgh, and Bishop Steworld including The N. Y. | phen Kocisko of Passaic, are
Herald Tribune and The N. Y., taking part in the conferences
Journal American. The Polish of the Ukrainian bishops prenewsmen and radio broadcast-j sided over by Metropolitan Sliers also reported his address, і py. although they did not par
extensively as didtheentirelta ticipate in the audience given
lian press, as well as the Spa by Pope Paul VI to the entire
nish, German and Swiss news Ukrainian group on October 18,
1963.
papers.
Metropolitan Slipy is a pow
The daily routine of Metro
politan Slipy consists of his at erful figure in the background
tending the Council at the Ba-' of the second session of the
Silica, his reading and his work . Ecumenical Council. His very
in the Commission on the East- і presence in Rome and his chare m Churches to which he was | acterization by Pope Paul VI
recently appointed by P o p e ' a s a "defender of the faith"
Paul VI
-cast an entirely new light not
He lives in a compound of only on the Ukrainian CathoVatican palaces, close-to Cnrdi- lie Church, but on the Ukrainnal Testa, whom Metropolitan ian nation as a whole.

TUSM Conference on Dontsov
Held in New York

The Values of Free Scholarship

Discussion Panel in New York

Rochester Ukrainians Advance
In Cup Competition

League Champions Clash for
1963 Title

CLEVELAND

Thursday, November 28, 1963, at 7:00 P.M.

A CONCERT

The Chorus " D U M K A " of New York

Conductor - Ivan Zadorozhny

Soloist - Martha Kokolska
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of Toronto Press, The Shevchenko Scientific Society
and the Ukrainian Natl " *
proudly announce the publication and release of

Volume I

ш^ттттт
With a Foreword by Dr. E R N E S T J, S I M M O N S
flwr 1215-page volume, now on the market, consists of the following parts:
h GENERAL INFORMATION
Ik PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY and
NATURAL HISTORY
Iff. POPULATION
IV. ETHNOGRAPHY

V.
VI
VII,
VIII.

LANGUAGE
HISTORY
CULTURE
LITERATURE

In addition to the foreword, the text of the book is preceded by an introduction, explana
tory notes on the system of trctnsf iteration, terminology, bibliography, list of abbrevia
tions, and a note on earlier Ukrainian encyclopaedias. Over 600 illustrations, colored
tables, maps, diagrams, and statistical tables supplement the text. Also,—a selected
bibliography and source material on special topics at the end of each part, an exhaustive
and comprehensively arranged 86-page index of names and places. Cover design by
Yakiv HMIZDOVSKY.

THE FRIGE OF THE FIRST VOLUME OF M S TRULY MONUMENTAL WORK IS ONLY $37.50
The appearance of UKRAINE: A CONCISE ENCYCLOPEDIA is by far the greatest cultural achievement of Ukrainians in the free world. Already heralded by the Toronto University
...: ,, Press as "one of the major reference books of the twentieth century," this work opens up new vistas and adds new dimensions to scholarly research on Eastern and Central Eurepev
If is a book of truth about Ukraine, and it is the duty of the entire Ukrainian community to see to it that it is circulated and distributed as widely as possible and as soon as possible. It
will have served its purpose and its mission when it is found not only in the private libraries of every Ukrainian home, but also in the libraries of all major educational, publierand
governmental institutions.
CITIZENS! DEMAND THAT THIS ENCYCLOPEDIA BE PLACED ON THE SHELF OF EVERY PUBLIC LIBRARY IN YOUR CITY!
STUDENTS! MAKE SURE THAT THIS REFERENGE BOOK IS MADE AVAILABLE TO YOU AND YOUR FELLOW STUDENTS BY THE SCHOOL LIBRARY!
The mailing of the copies to advance subscribers has already started. The hook can be ordered now at the Main Office of the Ukrainian National Association. Fill out the onto blank
below, enclose a cheek OF money order and mail it immediately tot Ukrainian National Association, 81-83 Grand Street, Jersey City 3, New Jersey.

